
 

 

RCI 16-23 Toyota Tacoma Gunnison Bumper Install Guide 

 

 

Figure 1: BOM 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

INSTALLATION STEPS: 
**Use hand tools, impact wrenches may cause damage if over torqued.** 

1) Begin by unpacking and removing all components and hardware. Please verify that all 
hardware and mounting components are present. Reference your original order invoice and 
verify all items are accounted for. 
 

2) Identify and mark the cut lines for the OEM bumper. 
 

a. Remove the fog lights, grille, and the plastic fog light housing covers from the OEM 
bumper. Remove the bolts and clips securing the fender liner to the OEM bumper. 

b. Following the upper edge of the fog light pocket on the passenger side of the vehicle, 
run a piece of painter’s tape towards the wheel well. 

i. Measure points to identify the correct cut line. 
1. Mark the bumper 6” below the corner of the seam between the front 

quarter panel and the OEM bumper. 

 

Figure 2: Mark Location 



 
2. Mark the bumper 3+1/8” down the fender flare at the corner where the 

fender flare, OEM bumper, and front quarter panel meet. 

 

Figure 3: Mark Location 

ii. Take special care to ensure that the edge of the tape is parallel and colinear with 
the upper edge of the fog light pocket. This edge will mark the cut line, so it is 
very important that the edge of the tape is laid as perfectly as possible. 

iii. Use of a laser level to verify the cut line, then following the laser line with the 
edge of the tape will lead to a much more true and precise line. 

iv. If concerns about the perfection of the marked cut line or the ability to follow the 
cut line perfectly exist, consider marking a secondary cut line 1/8” or more below 
the marked cut line and following the secondary line instead. Follow the steps to 
cut the secondary cut line, perform an initial installation of the RCI Gunnison front 
bumper, and verify that the gap between the RCI bumper and the cut OEM 
bumper is even across the length of the bumper. Adjust the cut line and/or 
technique as necessary before performing the final cut. 

 

Figure 4: Secondary cut line show 



 
c. Unplug the fog lights and verify that the cutting area is clear of any components that 

may interfere with, or be damaged by, the cutting of the OEM bumper. 
i. The only components that should be cut in step 2c are the OEM bumper, the 

OEM fender flare, and the plastic mounting bracket securing the outer edge of 
the OEM bumper to the vehicle. All other components should be removed or 
relocated to avoid the cut area before proceeding. 
 

d. Use a Dremel, angle grinder with cutoff wheel, reciprocating saw, or similar cutting tool 
to make the cut. Make the cut below the cut line and use a file, flap disk, or other similar 
sanding tool to clean up the cut and carefully bring the cut edge up to the marked cut 
line. 

 

Figure 5: Partially completed passenger side cut 

e. Repeat steps 2a through 2c on the driver side of the vehicle. 

  



 
f. Remove the bolts and brackets securing the bottom of the OEM bumper to the 

aluminum crash bar assembly. 
g. Remove the black plastic OEM bumper insert from the bumper to allow the cut portion 

of the OEM to be removed from the vehicle. 

 

Figure 6: Completed cut on driver side 

  



 
3) Remove the aluminum crash bar assembly from the vehicle. 

a. Remove the six nuts securing the aluminum crash bar to the mount posts. Remove the 
crash bar. 

 

Figure 7: Crash bar bracket nut locations 

b. Remove the six nuts securing the aluminum crash bar mount posts to the vehicle. 
Remove the posts. 

 

Figure 8: Crash bar bracket nut locations 

Factory 
nuts to be 
removed 



 
4) Relocate the power steering line. 

a. Remove the three bolts mounting the power steering cooler.  

 

Figure 9: Mount located behind passenger wheel well splash guard. 

 

 

Figure 10: Mount located behind passenger wheel well splash guard. 

Mount behind front passenger wheel 
well splash guard. 



 

 

Figure 11: Power steering cooler bolts to remove 

b.  Remount the power steering cooler using the provided relocation brackets to space the 
cooler back roughly 3 inches. Install the brackets as depicted below.  



 

 

Figure 12: Hardware orientation 

 

Figure 13: Correct installation of frontmost brackets. 



 
 

 

Figure 14: Correct installation of frontmost brackets. 

 

 

Figure 15:Correct installation of passenger side bracket 



 
 

5) Install the RCI Tacoma Gunnison front bumper on the vehicle to test fitment. 
 

a. Align the mounting plate of the RCI bumper with the studs on the mounting face of the 
vehicle and allow the bumper to rest there. 

b. Install the set of OEM nuts from the aluminum crash bar to secure the RCI bumper to 
the vehicle. 

 

Figure 16: Mounting process of RCI bumper 

c. Align the bumper to desired height and fully tighten all 6 OEM mounting locations. 
d. Inspect the gap between the trimmed OEM bumper and the top plate of the RCI 

bumper. To verify that the cut was straight and level. 
e. Make adjustments to the OEM bumper as necessary or desired. 

  



 
 

6) Remove the RCI Tacoma Gunnison front bumper and install any accessories. 
 

a. Winches, relocation brackets, light bars, and other accessories should be installed at 
this time while all areas of the bumper are easily accessible. 

 
7) Trim the fender liner as desired. 

 
b. We followed the contours of the front of the wheel well.  

 

Figure 17: Crash bar bracket nut locations 

  



 
8) Re-install the RCI Tacoma Gunnison front bumper and finalize the installation.  

 
a. Align the mounting plate of the RCI bumper with the studs on the mounting face of the 

vehicle and allow the bumper to rest there. 
b. Install the set of OEM nuts from the aluminum crash bar to secure the RCI bumper to 

the vehicle. 

 

Figure 18: Mounting process of RCI bumper 

c.  Align the bumper to desired height and fully tighten all 6 OEM mounting locations. 
d. Collect the provided ½” x 4 ½” Hex bolts, ½” Washers, and the ½” Nylock Nuts. 
e.  Install the hardware in the lowest mounting hole as depicted below.  



 

 

Figure 19: Hardware orientation 

 

Figure 20: Correct installation 

9) Complete the installation by ensuring all mounting hardware is fully tightened and the bumper 
is aligned properly.  



 
 

Enjoy your new RCI protection! 
 

 
 

Share your new install with us on social media!  

We love seeing our products out in the wild! 
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Disclaimer: The products sold by RCI Metalworks are intended for off –road use only, should not be modified, and are for use only on the vehicle(s) specifically 
stated. RCI Metalworks makes no warranties express or implied, including of fitness for a particular purpose or merchantability. RCI Metalworks will not be 
liable for any damages arising out of the use or misuse of its products. It is the customers' responsibility to ensure the products are safely and properly attached 
to the vehicle, and all products should be installed by trained professionals. We strive to maintain extremely high quality standards; however, all RCI 
Metalworks products are individually handcrafted, may vary slightly, and may contain minor imperfections. Due to the nature of raw aluminum, the material 
may have minor scratches and other blemishes caused by the manufacturing process, especially on the back side of product.  RCI Metalworks is constantly 
seeking to improve its products and reserves the right to make changes to any product. 


